PHONICS FIRST LITTLE READERS

Inspire young children to read with this library of enjoyable, easy-to-manage decodable readers. The adorable, illustrated stories in this set target specific phonics skills, such as short vowels, long vowels, consonant blends, digraphs, and more. A must-have for every primary classroom or home library!

ISBNS / SC#:
CLASSROOM SET
978-1-338-71755-6 SC-709264
PRICE: $99.99
• 120 full-color 8- and 16-page books (5 copies of 24 titles) plus a 32-page teaching guide

PARENT PACK
978-1-338-71756-3 SC-709265
PRICE: $21.99
• 24 full-color 8- and 16-page books plus a parent guide

KEY FEATURES
• Engaging stories give emergent readers practice with their growing knowledge of sound-spelling correspondences.
• Includes a teacher or parent guide with lessons and tips.
• Companion to phonics expert Wiley Blevins’s latest book, Choosing and Using Decodable Texts.

PUB DATE: January 2021
GRADES: K–2
PAGES (BOOKS):
6 8-page books and 18 16-page books
TRIM SIZE (BOX):
Classroom Set: 12.3” × 11.1” × 5.1”
Parent Set: 5.78” × 5.82” × 1.67”
TRIM SIZE (BOOKS):
5.5” × 5.5”
BINDING (BOOKS): saddlestitched
ILLUSTRATIONS: 4/C
TRANS. RIGHTS: World/Unrestricted
BISAC CODES: EDU023000/EDU029020 / EDU029080
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My Cat Can
by Gail Tuchman and Anne Schreiber

Where can Cat run?
Cat can run to the cap.

Where can Cat run?
Cat can run up, up, up to the top.

My cat can.

My cat can.

Whale of a Joke
by Wiley Blevins

Which ice cream do whales like best?
Fin-illa.

Where does this plane go?
Fin-land.

Where do whales like to visit?
Fin-land.